CVC’s second chancellor will be inaugurated October 23

The ceremony inaugurating W. Edmund Moomeaw as the second chancellor of the University of Virginia’s Clinch Valley College will be October 23 at 10 a.m. in Greear Gymnasium.

Speakers at the ceremony will include Robert M. O’Neill, president of the University of Virginia and Russell Necessary, president of the Clinch Valley Student Government Association.

Frederick G. Pollard, Rector of the University, will administer an inaugural oath. Mr. Moomeaw will deliver the principal address.

The Clinch Valley College-Community Choir will perform portions of Randall Thompson’s “Testament of Freedom.” Thompson selected quotations from Thomas Jefferson for the text of the composition which is traditionally performed at inaugurations of presidents of the University of Virginia and was most recently performed by the University Singers for the inauguration of Mr. O’Neill October 2 in Charlottesville.

The choir will also perform Portions of Randall Thompson’s “Testament of Freedom.” Thompson selected quotations from Thomas Jefferson for the text of the composition which is traditionally performed at inaugurations of presidents of the University of Virginia and was most recently performed by the University Singers for the inauguration of Mr. O’Neill October 2 in Charlottesville.

The choir will also perform Portions of Randall Thompson’s “Testament of Freedom.” Thompson selected quotations from Thomas Jefferson for the text of the composition which is traditionally performed at inaugurations of presidents of the University of Virginia and was most recently performed by the University Singers for the inauguration of Mr. O’Neill October 2 in Charlottesville.

Parking cooperation sought

The Committee on the Inauguration is seeking the assistance and cooperation of the students, faculty, administration, and staff in solving the difficult problem of parking. Due to the large number of guests and representatives of other colleges expected to attend the inauguration, it will be necessary to impose special one-day-only parking restrictions on this occasion.

On Wednesday, October 23, no cars are to be parked in the Smiddy Hall parking lot; in the lot between Smiddy Hall and Crockett Hall; on the street between Darden Drive and Greear Gymnasium or in front of the gymnasium.

There are special instructions for those in special categories:

- If you live in CROCKETT HALL, park in the McCrary Hall lot after 6 p.m. Tuesday, October 22.
- If you live in MARTHA HALL, park in the McCrary Hall lot after 6 p.m. Tuesday, October 22.
- If you are FACULTY, ADMINISTRATION or STAFF normally parking on the tower level: park behind the Drama Building or in the McCrary Hall lot on Wednesday, October 23.
- If you COMMUTE: park in the Commuter Lot only.

Student pleads guilty to charges

Demetrios Franklin, 19, a freshman at Clinch Valley College pleaded guilty to assault and battery, a class 1 misdemeanor, before a judge at Wise County Courthouse October 8, according to Commonwealth Attorney Marty Large.

He received a 30 day suspended sentence for the crime. Franklin was also placed on six months probation during which time he must pay his lawyer’s fees and court costs, Large stated.

Franklin was originally charged with felonious assault for throwing a missile and was arrested and released on the same day, according to Bill Kelley, Wise County Sheriff.

The charge was the result of an incident that occurred at the campus October 1 in which a woman visitor to the campus was allegedly hit by a thrown bottle, according to Debbie Rouse, Public Information Director at CVC.

Two other CVC students were also charged and arrested as a result of the same incident. The bond for each man was set at $5,000, but both were released on personal recognizance after Franklin signed a confession in the presence of the Commonwealth Attorney.

Large said a court date was set for both men on November 1 to face the allegations which were filed by Nancy Stollard on October 2.

Rouse stated that college officials also expect to take appropriate disciplinary steps after a thorough investigation of the incident has been completed.

On the Inside

- Upward Program Bound featured, p.3.
- SGA Freshman Officers pictured, p.4.
- Language Processing System explored, p.5.
- Rock Climbing expedition reported, p.5.

Pictured is Lea Ann Mullins preparing to rappel down a cliff. Story follows on page 8.
**Representation depends on conscientious voting**

The right to vote represents much more than just another right guaranteed by our Constitution. Without it, we wouldn't have the right to choose among the various candidates for our representatives in government.

The candidates seeking elections this November include: Jerry Belletti and William Durrett for Governor; Douglas Witter and John Chitchester for Lieutenant Governor; Mary Sue Terry and Buster "O'Brien" for Attorney General; and in the Second Legislative District, for the House of Delegates Glenn Tanneker will challenge incumbent Jim Robinson.

However, if the right to vote is not exercised at every opportunity by conscientious voters, the candidates representing our needs may not always reflect the will of the majority of the people. Special interest groups and powerful individuals dictate the direction of our politicians to a large extent. These differences are often represented in a minority viewpoint.

This may lead to relatively obvious results on the ballot. But the question arises as to who is responsible if the public does not vote? Is it anyone's responsibility, or is there a minority viewpoint? The right to vote is a powerful tool for making change, but if it is not exercised it can have dire consequences. If the majority isn't represented, then the system itself, the system that we have chosen to govern us, is failing. Without it, we wouldn't have the right to choose among the various candidates for our representatives in government.
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It's a fresh, hot-off-the-grill offer from Wendy's. **FREE 1/4 lb. Single Hamburger**

with purchase of any hamburger, chicken sandwich, baked potato, or Garden Spot Salad Bar.

And while you're wrapping your hands around this delicious offer—remember that all Wendy's hamburgers are made fresh—never frozen like those other burger places. Fresh food. Fresh savings. The choice is even better when you choose Wendy's.

**ALPS System would improve writing skills**

By Anthony Scott Davis

Funds are currently being sought for a project that is believed to be of value in aiding both students and teachers. The Automated Language Processing System (ALPS) has been in the planning stage for one year. It is a system intended to encourage students to become better writers by eliminating much of the time-consuming and distracting elements of the writing process, and by correcting errors in spelling and punctuation.

The ALPS system is designed to accept computerized input from a terminal, and to produce output suitable for correcting errors in spelling and punctuation. The system is intended to encourage students to become better writers by eliminating much of the time-consuming and distracting elements of the writing process, and by correcting errors in spelling and punctuation.

The ALPS system would encourage students to revise when needed—often mistakes are made, but due to the lack of time or lack of interest, they are not corrected. The system would allow students to interact with the computer, and to be able to spend more time with the most important aspects of student papers, not correcting grammatical mistakes.

The first stage begins with the implementation of the project's feasibility. The system was designed by the ALPS project. Being a pilot, the system is intended to encourage students to use ALPS. The project's feasibility involved the training of a pilot group of students to use ALPS. The project's feasibility was appointed to study the system to the attention of the administration.

On June 9, a committee was appointed to study the project's feasibility. The committee consisted of Ron Helse, Mike Donathon, Bill Michael, Richard Peas, Augusto Fortunato, Debbie House, Tom Ruth, and Julia Helse. It was decided that the system would be drawn up. According to the request for funds, $1,500 is needed to pay for the first stage. The remains of the funds would be added.

The program will be implemented in two stages. The first stage begins with the training of the Project Director (unknown as yet), by Ron Helse. He received a letter from the producers of the ALPS project. Being a pilot, the system is intended to encourage students to use ALPS. The request for funds, $1,500 is needed to pay for the first stage. The remains of the funds would be added.
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The program will be implemented in two stages. The first stage begins with the training of the Project Director (unknown as yet), by Ron Helse. He received a letter from the producers of the ALPS project. Being a pilot, the system is intended to encourage students to use ALPS. The request for funds, $1,500 is needed to pay for the first stage. The remains of the funds would be added.
**Rockclimbing expedition was a thrilling experience**

*By Dave Cooper*  

On October 5, Louis Kalina placed the last bolt in a rock climbing expedition at the Carver Creek area. Leaving CVC at 6:30 a.m., the group arrived at the Carver Creek area, 12 miles from CVC. The group consisted of Steve Coleman, a representative of the George Mason School of Law who was on campus at the Office of Student Services between the hours of 9:00-11:00 a.m. on November 1, 1985 to discuss the possibilities of any CVC student. Any student interested in speaking with Mr. Coleman should contact Marla Schenekowath in the Dean of Students' office. You may give her a call at extension 272 or drop in anytime.

The expedition was led by the Dean of Students' office. You may give her a call at extension 272 or drop in anytime.

The Swimming Pool will be closed from Wednesday, October 14 through Sunday, October 20.

**Churches need musicians**  

Several local churches in the Wise area need qualified, music-spreading talents. Music can be anything from classical to rock. Interested, please contact Don Youree at 328-3234.

**Fall schedule at CVC**  

The Highland Cavaliers will also be on campus at the Office of Student Services between the hours of 9:00-11:00 a.m. on November 1, 1985 to discuss the possibilities of any CVC student. Any student interested in speaking with Mr. Coleman should contact Marla Schenekowath in the Dean of Students' office. You may give her a call at extension 272 or drop in anytime.

**Churches need musicians**  

Several local churches in the Wise area need qualified, music-spreading talents. Music can be anything from classical to rock. Interested, please contact Don Youree at 328-3234.

**Phil Siggs extend congratulations**

We would like to congratulate the following organizations and/or community associations of Phi Sigma Kappa: James Creek, Players Club, Charles Huston, and Tony Welu. We feel that we could not ask for a finer group.  

The 12th annual Autumn Fling is scheduled for the weekend of October 25-26. As part of the event, a different seminar will be held in the Science Building, Rooms 106 and 206. Everyone is invited to attend.  

**Circle K to sponsor concert**

The Circle Clug of CVC will sponsor an autumn concert on Oct 24. Please plan to participate.

**Little Sisters extend congratulations**

The Phi Sigma Kappa Fraternity will extend congratulations to two of their sisters, Becky Wells and Cathy Kalina, for being members of the winning Road Rally team last weekend.  

**Mid-term reports to be mailed**

The Office of the Registrar reports that mid-term reports will be prepared by the faculty for all students making unsatisfactory progress in the courses in which they are currently enrolled. The reports will be mailed to students mid-week.  

**For Potential Lawyers**

Steve Coleman, a representative of the George Mason School of Law will be on campus at the Office of Student Services between the hours of 9:00-11:00 a.m. on November 1, 1985 to discuss the possibilities of any CVC student. Any student interested in speaking with Mr. Coleman should contact Marla Schenekowath in the Dean of Students' office. You may give her a call at extension 272 or drop in anytime.

**Swimming pool to close**

The Swimming Pool will be closed from Wednesday, October 14 through Sunday, October 20.

**Churches need musicians**

Several local churches in the Wise area need qualified, music-spreading talents. Music can be anything from classical to rock. Interested, please contact Don Youree at 328-3234.
**Orioles wrap up softball season**

By Mike Wright

This year's Intramural softball tournament was as exciting and competitive as the regular season. The regular season came to an end with the L.A. Orioles in first place, Phi Sigs second, Phi Kapps third, and Alpha Delta Chi fourth. The upcoming tournament will be the last chance for any team to upset the high flying Orioles.

In Monday's first semi-final game Alpha Delta Chi took their final stab at the first place Orioles only to fall short by the close margin of 17-13. ADC trailed the Orioles by only one run after five innings of play, but could not match the four runs the Orioles posted over the final two innings.

Scott Morgan was the hero for the Orioles as he singled twice, doubled and tripled once, and scored four runs. The Orioles also got solid performances from Geno Gibson, Chuck Banner, and Ray Spenilla. Every Oriole player collected at least two hits on the day. Alpha Delta Chi was probably one bat away from upsetting the Orioles, but could never get the big hit when they had to hit it off the wood.

A bitter but competitive rivalry was relieved in the second semifinal game as the spirited Phi Sigs took on the upset-minded Phi Kapps. The Phi Sigs were able to survive a late inning rally by the Phi Kapps to take an extremely close 18-17 victory. The score was tied 17-17 as the two teams headed into the seventh and final inning of play. The Sig defense rose to the occasion as they held the Kapps scoreless in the top half of the seventh. Singles by Rob Stoss, Richard Hayes, and Paul Vowell loaded the bases for the Sigs in the bottom of the seventh. The stage was set for the number ten hitter, Kyle Tate.

Jeff "Ajax" Multline (left) and Joe Stallard (right) don't let competition keep them from being good sports.

The Sigs, however, were no match for the highly talented L.A. Orioles in Tuesday's championship game. Superb defensive performances by Jamie Creech,Doc Howell, and Mike Yearly were not enough as the Orioles blasted the Sigs by the score of 15-5.

**This year's cheerleading squad will be full of surprises**

By Anthony Scott Davis

With a new squad of Clinch Valley College cheerleaders comes fresh ideas for stimulating school spirit, building attendance at the ball games, and sparking crowd involvement - and this year, the ideas may well be more off-the-wall than ever before.

This year's squad is mainly composed of new faces. There are three members returning from last year: Lynn Gilbert, senior, head cheerleader; Stephanie Slep, junior, second-in-command; and Toni Foster, sophomore. Completing the list are: senior, Betty Farmer; junior, Amy Hodges, Ellen Baldwin, and Melissa Looney; and sophomore, Becky Allen.

Lynn Gilbert stated that, in her four years as a CVC cheerleader, this year's squad is the "most, cooperative" she has worked in. Although there has been comparatively little time put in practice, it seems a true team is rapidly being formed, and that there is still much potential.

The squad may, however, have found some limitations, imposed chiefly by stereotypes. This year there are no male cheerleaders, which reduces the actual physical strength of the squad. Males are said to avoid cheerleading because it is too feminine. Stereotypes may have also affected those who tried to join the squad.

The stereotypical image of a cheerleader is said to be "blond, air-headed, and bubble gum-chewing." This image does not apply in this case, as the squad is usually composed of well-rounded, intelligent members, often earning top grades and honors.

A panel of judges decides who is placed on the squad. The selection of those who are inducted is based on several things, including attitude, spirit, coordination, basic ability, interest, and a personal interview.

The new squad seems to enjoy bouncing ideas from member to member, and in this process some truly strange concepts may be formed. This will not upset this year's squad - it seems to be what they are looking for - something to shake up interest.

Becky Allen expressed the opinions of all, "The cheerleaders are going to be full of surprises this year."

CVS cheerleaders pictured left to right: Ellen Baldwin, Betty Farmer, Amy Hodges, Stephanie Slep, (standing) Lynn Gilbert, Becky Allen, Toni Foster, and Missy Looney.

**Outbounders have several activities planned**

By Anthony Scott Davis

Oct. 28-Sat. Caving at Rocky Hollow Cave (second-largest cave in Virginia). Rocky Hollow Cave is one of the largest in the Eastern U.S. with a pit so large that it could swallow the CVC gym. It is located on Powell Mountain, Wise Co. Cavers will hike a couple of miles on the mountain rim, enjoy the scenery of Powell Valley until they encounter the vast mouth of the cave. Spelunkers will need old clothes, good boots and a light lunch. Some helmets and lights will be provided; if you have one bring one. Arrangements for equipment will be made prior to the expedition.

Nov 2-Sat. Hiking and Camping at Lost Cove, North Carolina. Lost Cove is a community abandoned when the Clinchfield Railroad abandoned their spur line. Left as it was when abandoned, log cabins, apple orchards and a vista of long ago grace this forgotten community. The hike will start at Unaka Springs in Unicoi County, Tennessee, and progress through the Nolichucky River Gorge (deepest in the Eastern United States) past Devil's Creek (trout!) into North Carolina.

Contact Eddie Ritterbusch, Louisa Kalina, or Robert Mercure for more details.